
   

 

  

 

 

What better can you do on a sunny afternoon in the 

midst of October in Amsterdam but attend a lecture at 

the VU University by Fokko Wientjes, director 

Corporate Sustainable Development of DSM, a 

company that aims for  “Bright Science, Brighter 

Living”, and participate in a lively discussion on the 

role of the private sector in international 

development? Though the Auditorium of the VU 

effectively and completely keeps out the sun, this is 

more than compensated by the enthusiasm and drive 

of Fokko Wientjes when he elaborates on his 

companies’ activities in the area of sustainability, 

“creating better lives for people today and 

generations to come”. 

Fokko Wientjes is introduced by René Grotenhuis, 

Chairman of the Board of the Netherlands Chapter of 

the Society for International Development. The 

meeting is chaired by Myrtille Danse, Executive 

Director of the BoP (Base of the Pyramid) Innovation 

Center. The audience consists of some 50 people, 

mainly to be  characterised as “young professionals”, 

excepting for a few “development die-hards”. The 

lecture is part of a series on “more than 50 years of 

official development assistance (ODA): lessons learned 

and new approaches”.  Fokko’s lecture focusses on 

the private sector as an investor for development. 

Fokko explains why DSM, a company that is active in 

health, food and materials, is eager to be engaged in 

sustainability: “It is good for our reputation, it 

stimulates our employee engagement, we realise that 

our company cannot survive in an unsustainable 

environment and we will create new markets and 

solutions for ourselves if we look for effective 

solutions and opportunities for others”. DSM realises 

that global problems are too big to be handled by one 

company alone. It looks for complementary 

competences in other organisations such as WFP and 

UNICEF by setting up Public Private Partnerships 

(PPP’s), but he warns: “It is a lot of work to make them 

a success”. Trust and integrity are basic preconditions. 

PPP’s are no panacea, it is complicated to let different  

 

 

 

organisations with different cultures work together. 

And: with more partners, more complications. 

Where does the money come from? Fokko 

acknowledges that public money is involved, e.g. in 

food aid programmes by WFP. But DSM invests itself 

substantially in those partnerships as well: sometimes 

they involve investments of more than one million to 

several millions Euros. No short term returns are 

expected on those investments. In some projects DSM 

uses already established technologies but new 

technologies are used in other cases.  New knowledge 

is often developed when scaling up activities. 

Innovations are stimulated also by the specific needs 

of developing countries, e.g. in malaria and food.  

Fokko concludes: we are not a development aid 

organisation but we combine business with serving 

global needs. Just like NGO’s, as a company we can 

have access to the private sector in other countries 

and engage in market activities. We are “crossing 

borders” , which my children would consider very 

“cool”. 

Myrtille Danse rounds up the discussion: partnerships 

are essential, and not only with the “usual suspects”; 

do not limit your attention to how to set up a pilot, 

but also to how to scale up activities; build on systems 

that are already available out there; if you look for 

partners, look for the ones that are better in some 

things than you are; look for returns only in the long 

term; if you want to measure impact, look for the 

pilots and multiply the effect. 

Both the young professionals and the development 

die-hards seemed impressed: there is a future for 

development cooperation, but it can be done in a 

much more efficient way by adopting a business-like 

approach, by being flexible, market oriented, 

innovative and responsible at the same time. 

Sustainability means crossing borders, that is cool! 
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